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…a syndrome

…a disability

…a specific learning difficulty

…a specific learning difference



A different way of 

perceiving the world, 

processing information 

and interpreting sensory input.
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• Memory

• Concentration

• Organisation and sequencing

• Phonological processing

• Visual processing

• Co-ordination

• Social skills



Copy these sentences down and 

think about:

- how long it takes 

- how it feels



Copy this sentence down with 

the hand you normally use. 



Copy this sentence down with 

your weaker hand.







Strategies for 

including learners 

with SpLDs



• Talk to the student.

• Explore the use of technology.

• Build confidence and self-esteem.

•Make sure materials are easily 

accessible.

• Be patient. 



• Provide multisensory input

• Review and revise frequently

• Break tasks into chunks

• Offer explicit instruction



�engage all channels

�speak as you touch as you look

e.g. Cuisenaire Questions



I         like          chocolate.



I         like          chocolate.



I         like          chocolate.

Do     you    like     chocolate?



I         like          chocolate.

Do     you    like     chocolate?



�encourage independent review as 

part of the daily and weekly routine

�recycle language in different 

activities

e.g. Please act my story, thank you



�small steps in complex activities 

�familiar routines

e.g. Back-chaining tongue twisters



Is she the sushi chef?



chef?



sushi chef?



the sushi chef?



she the sushi chef?



Is she the sushi chef?



�Grammatical structures and patterns 

e.g. ‘A’ jigsaw  (grammar)



‘A’ jigsaw

Have a

Here are some

It’s an



‘A’ jigsaw

With countable nouns…



‘A’ jigsaw

…use ‘a/an’ when mentioning  

one thing for the first time.



�Phoneme articulation and discrimination 

e.g. The mouth in the mirror



�Social strategies

e.g. What do you mean?



yes

no



yes

no



The materials shown here

are not appropriate strategies 

in themselves,…



…they only demonstrate some 

of the strategies appropriate 

for working with dyslexic 

language learners.



• Adapt them for your class

• Transfer the ideas to your 

favourite activities

•Apply them to new activities

• Share ideas with colleagues



For more information about CAML 
workshops coming up, please check 

the website:

www.ELTwell.co.uk

or email Anne Margaret: 

ams@ELTwell.co.uk



For access to a free self-study 

course, check out dysTEFL:

www.dysTEFL.eu



Have faith.


